TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
Product Name: Command
Item Number: H336
Description: This concentrated synthetic detergent is formulated with the highest quality
chemical components to provide the most effective broad range cleaning and maintenance
product at the lowest in-use per gallon cost. It is biodegradable and leaves no film. Removes
dulling soap and alkali films left by other chemicals. It is truly an “all purpose” cleaner. When
diluted with hot, cold or even hard water, this product provides uniform surface wetting, along with
rapid deep penetration through soils. It will safely remove dirt, grease, oil, grime, food spills,
coffee and cola spills, and similar types of debris from plastic, vinyl, formica, linoleum,
terrazzo, marble, slate, rubber, quarry tile, ceramic, sealed wood, painted woodwork, venetian
blinds, office and school furniture, cork, chrome metal fixtures, and similar hard surfaces.
Where to Use: This multi-purpose detergent is safeto use on any surface that water will not harm.
This product is ideal for use in hotels, motels, schools, day care centers, hospitals, nursing homes,
offices, factories, food processors, canneries, bottlers, cafeterias, restaurants, airports, transportation terminals, and municipal buildings.
Directions: Dilute with water to concentration desired for effective cleaning: Light General
Cleaning 1:40; Medium Cleaning 1:30; Very Soiled Conditions 1:20; General Purpose Cleaner
1:30; Interior Floor Cleaner 1:30; Painted Wood Work 1:40; Pot, Pan and Hand Dishwashing
1:60; Bathroom Surfaces 1:30; Pressure Washer Steam Cleaner 1:20; Aircraft and Boat
Cleaner 1:20; Carpet and Upholstery 1:40; Light Duty Wax Stripping 1:15; Coil Cleaner 1:20.
Apply with sprayer, sponge, brush or steel wool; agitate as required. Rinse thoroughly with
water. Allow to air dry on smooth surfaces.
CAUTION: Do not ingest. If this should occur, drink large volumes of water and seek
medical attention. Avoid storage of product in freezing temperatures. Keep container sealed
when not in use. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.
Container Disposal: Triple rinse container and discard according to local regulations.
Spill Or Leakage Procedures: Contain spill. Do not contaminate sewers, ground or surface
waters unless local, state and federal regulations so permit. Place in properly labeled, sealed,
non-leaking containers.
Product Specifications:
Color:
Odor:
Appearance:
pH:
Flash Point:

Green
Pine
Clear
9.0 - 10.0
None
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